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A UNIFIED APPROACH TO LEAVITT PATH ALGEBRAS
MOHAN. R AND SUHAS. B. N
Abstract. We define Cohn-Leavitt path algebras AKp 9Eq of a new class of graphs called A-
graphs 9E, which generalize the constructions of Leavitt path algebras of various types of graphs.
We compute Gro¨ber-Shirshov basis of these algebras, characterize the algebras which are do-
mains in terms of A-graph theoretic properties, and compute their Gelfand-Kirillov dimension.
We then define the category of pre-Bergman A-graphs which are characterized as direct limits of
finite complete sub-A-graphs. Finally, we define Bergman A-graphs, investigate their K-theory
and also show that the lattice of order-ideals of V-monoids of Cohn-Leavitt path algebras of
Bergman A-graphs is determined by A-graph theoretic data.
1. Introduction
A unital ring R is said to have Invariant Basis Number (IBN) property if whenever the free
left modules Rm and Rn are isomorphic for some natural numbers m and n, then m “ n. In a
series of papers [17, 18, 19, 20], W.G. Leavitt studied rings which do not satisfy IBN property.
For natural numbersm,n with m ă n, a non-IBN ring R is said to have module type pm,nq if m
and n are the least positive integers such that Rm – Rn. For any arbitrary field K and natural
numbers m,n with m ă n, Leavitt constructed ‘universal’ K-algebras LKpm,nq of module type
pm,nq (now called Leavitt algebras).
LKpm,nq is presented as a unital K-algebra with generators xij, x
˚
ij where 1 ď i ď m, 1 ď
j ď n, and relations
nÿ
j“1
xljx
˚
jk “ δlk and
mÿ
i“1
x˚lixik “ δlk.
Leavitt also proved that LKpm,nq is simple if and only if m “ 1, and that LKpm,nq is a domain
for all m ą 1.
In a seemingly unrelated development, J. Cuntz constructed and studied in [10] and [11], a
class of C˚-algebras, now known as Cuntz algebras On, which are generated by n isometries
S1, S2, . . . , Sn such that
řn
i“1 SiS
˚
i “ 1. It turns out that the Leavitt algebra LCp1, nq of type
p1, nq is a dense ˚-subalgebra of the Cuntz algebra On.
Cuntz and Krieger [12] generalized the construction of On by considering a class of C
˚-
algebras, known as Cuntz-Krieger algebras associated to an nˆ n matrix with entries in t0, 1u.
In a subsequent development, in [16], Cuntz-Krieger algebras were realized as special cases
of a broader class of C˚-algebras arising from directed graphs called graph C˚-algebras. The
interested reader is referred to [25] for further information on this important class of C˚-algebras.
Brown [9], and McClanahan [21, 22], studied C˚-algebras Uncpm,nq which are the C
˚-analogs of
LKpm,nq.
Algebraic analogs of graph C˚-algebras were defined and studied for row-finite graphs inde-
pendently in [3] and [5], and for arbitrary graphs in [1] and [26], under the name Leavitt path
algebras LKpEq. These algebras generalize Leavitt algebras LKp1, nq in a similar way as the
graph C˚-algebras generalize Cuntz algebras On. The interested reader may consult the book
[2] and the references provided there.
In [4] and [6], Ara and Goodearl initiated the study of a much larger class of algebras
called Cohn-Leavitt path algebras and their C˚-analogs based on the concept of separated
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graphs pE,Cq (See Example 3.5). The Cohn-Leavitt path algebras extend the existing ver-
sion of Leavitt path algebras and graph C˚-algebras for a particular choice of C. It was
shown that any free product of algebras LKp1, nq appears as LKpE,Cq for a suitable sepa-
rated graph pE,Cq. Also, for any n ě m ě 1, there is a separated graph pE,Cq such that
LKpE,Cq – Mm`1pLKpm,nqq – Mn`1pLKpm,nqq and the corner of LKpE,Cq corresponding
to one vertex of E is isomorphic to LKpm,nq itself. Similarly, free products of Cuntz algebra
On and matrix C
˚-algebras Mm`1pUncpm,nqq, appear as C
˚pE,Cq for suitable separated graphs
pE,Cq. However, they state that their motivation to study Cohn-Leavitt path algebras of sep-
arated graphs was of K-theoretic nature. Using Bergman’s machinery [7], they describe the
V-monoid of LKpE,Cq and study the lattice of trace ideals of Cohn-Leavitt path algebras.
Independently, in [13], Hazrat defined the concept of weighted Leavitt path algebras LKpE,wq
as a generalization of Leavitt path algebras to capture LKpm,nq as special cases for m ą 1. The
Gro¨bner–Shirshov bases of LKpE,wq (called normal forms) were found, and as an application,
the characterization of LKpE,wq which are domains was studied in [14]. As another application
of normal forms, Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions of weighted Leavitt path algebras were studied in
[23]. However, Cohn-Leavitt path algebras and weighted Leavitt path algebras are not special
cases of each other.
In [24], Raimund studied Leavitt path algebras associated to hypergraphs. He showed that
Leavitt path algebras of finitely separated graphs and weigh-
ted Leavitt path algebras of row-finite vertex-weighted graphs are examples of hypergraphs.
In this article, we initiate the study of A-graphs 9E “ pE, pC,Sq, pD,T qq and the associated
Cohn-Leavitt path algebras AKp 9Eq. With a particular choice of pC,Sq and/or pD,T q, we
show that the Leavitt path algebras, Cohn-Leavitt path algebras of separated graphs, weighted
Leavitt path algebras and Leavitt path algebras of hypergraphs are special cases of AKp 9Eq.
In section 2, we define the Cohn-Leavitt path algebras of A-graphs and state some very
basic results that follow from the definitions. In section 3, we show how a large class of existing
algebras become special cases of AKp 9Eq. Section 4 deals with computation of Gro¨bner-Shirshov
bases of AKp 9Eq using Bergman’s diamond lemma (see Theorem 4.8). In section 5, we define
the category AG of A-graphs and show that every object in this category is a direct limit of
countable complete sub-objects (see Proposition 5.7). However, this statement does not hold if
we replace countable by finite. We then define a new sub-category of AG, which we call “pre-
Bergman category pBAG” and show that this category characterizes all objects of AG which
are direct limits of finite complete sub-objects. Section 6 characterizes the algebras AKp 9Eq
which are domains. Section 7 characterizes all finite A-graphs with finite Gelfand-Kirillov
dimension.
In section 8, we define a new sub-category BAG of pBAG, called the category of Bergman
A-graphs, whose objects are denoted by p 9E,Λq. We then define M -monoid for every object
in this category. We show that M -monoids of the Bergman A-graphs are isomorphic to the
the V-monoids of the corresponding Cohn-Leavitt path algebras. In section 9, we introduce
the partially ordered set of admissible triples ATp 9E,Λq for each Bergman A-graph p 9E,Λq and
show that this poset is a complete lattice. We further show that the lattice of order-ideals of
M -monoid of p 9E,Λq is isomorphic to the lattice ATp 9E,Λq, which establishes that ATp 9E,Λq is
isomorphic to the complete lattice of trace ideals of Cohn-Leavitt path algebra of p 9E,Λq.
2. The algebras
Notation 2.1. Throughout this paper, K denotes a fixed field; Z denotes the set of integers;
Z
` denotes the set of non-negative integers; N denotes the set of positive integers. The category
of (not necessarily unital) K-algebras is denoted by K-Alg. The category of rings is denoted
by Rings. The category of abelian monoids is denoted by Mon.
Definition 2.2. A graph E “ pE0, E1, r, sq consists of two sets E0, E1 called the set of vertices
and the set of edges respectively, and two functions r, s : E1 Ñ E0 called the source map and
the range map respectively.
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We place no restriction on the cardinalities of E0 and E1 or on the properties of the functions
r and s. We say a graph is finite (resp. countable) if both E0 and E1 are finite (resp. countable).
Definition 2.3. A graph morphism
φ : F “ pF 0, F 1, rF , sF q Ñ E “ pE
0, E1, rE , sEq
is a pair of maps φ0 : F 0 Ñ E0 and φ1 : F 1 Ñ E1 such that rEpφ
1peqq “ φ0prF peqq and
sEpφ
1peqq “ φ0psF peqq, for every e P F
1.
A path µ in a graph E is a sequence of edges µ “ e1e2 . . . en such that rpeiq “ spei`1q, for
i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. In this case, spµq “ spe1q is called the source of µ, rpµq “ rpenq is called the
range of µ, and n “ |µ| is called the length of µ. We view the vertices of E as paths of length
0, and extend the functions r, s to E0 by defining spvq “ rpvq “ v, for v P E0. For n ě 2, we
define En to be the set of all paths in E of length n, and the set Path(E) to be
Ť
ně0E
n.
Definition 2.4. Let E be a graph. The Path K-algebra of E, denoted by PKpEq, is defined
to be the quotient of the free associative algebra generated by the set E0 Y E1 obtained by
factoring out the following relations:
(1) vw “ δv,ww, for all v,w P E
0,
(2) speqe “ erpeq “ e, for all e P E1.
Definition 2.5. Given a graph E, the double graph of E, denoted by pE, is defined to be the
graph pE0, E1 \ pE1q˚, pr, psq, where pE1q˚ “ te˚ | e P E1u, and the functions pr and ps are such
that pr|E1 “ r, ps|E1 “ s, prpe˚q “ speq and pspe˚q “ rpeq, for all e P E1.
A path µ in pE is called a generalized path.
Definition 2.6. An A-graph is a 5-tuple 9E “ pE, pC,Sq, pD,T qq such that
(1) E is a graph,
(2) C “
Ů
vPE0 Cv, where Cv is a partition of s
´1pvq for every v P E0,
(3) D “
Ů
vPE0 Dv, where Dv is a partition of r
´1pvq for every v P E0,
(4) |X X Y | ď 1, for every X P C and Y P D,
(5) S Ď Cfin, where Cfin “ tX P C | |X| ă 8u and
(6) T Ď Dfin, where Dfin “ tY P D | |Y | ă 8u.
An A-graph 9E is called finitely bi-separated if C “ Cfin and D “ Dfin.
Notation 2.7. In an A-graph 9E “ pE, pC,Sq, pD,T qq, for each X P C and Y P D we set
XY “ Y X “
#
e, if X X Y “ teu,
0, otherwise.
Also, by spXq we mean speq for any e P X, and by rpY q we mean rpeq for any e P Y q. We
interchangeably use XY and X X Y , wherever there is no cause for confusion.
Definition 2.8. Let 9E “ pE, pC,Sq, pD,T qq be an A-graph. The Cohn-Leavitt path algebra of
the A-graph 9E with coefficients in the field K, denoted by AKp 9Eq, is the quotient of PKp pEq
obtained by imposing the following relations:
A1: for every X,X 1 P S, ÿ
Y PD
pXY qpY X 1q˚ “ δXX1spXq,
A2: for every Y, Y 1 P T , ÿ
XPC
pY Xq˚pXY 1q “ δY Y 1rpY q,
whenever the LHS is not an empty sum.
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Definition 2.9. We say an A-graph 9E is connected if the corresponding double graph pE is
connected in the usual sense, that is, given any two vertices u, v P E0, there exists a path µ inpE such that spµq “ u and rpµq “ v. The connected components of 9E are the graphs tEjujPJ
such that pE “ Ů
jPJ
Ej , where every Ej is connected.
Proposition 2.10. Let 9E be an A-graph. Suppose 9E “
Ů
jPJ
Ej is a decomposition of 9E into its
connected components. Then AKp 9Eq –
À
jPJ
AKp 9Ejq, where 9Ej is the A-graph structure on Ej
induced by the A-graph structure on E.
Definition 2.11. [2, Definition 1.2.10] An associative ring R is said to have a set of local units
U if U is a set of idempotents in R having the property that, for each finite subset r1, . . . , rn of
R, there exists a u P U for which uriu “ ri, for 1 ď i ď n.
An associative ring R is said to have enough idempotents if there exists a set of nonzero orthog-
onal idempotents I in R for which the set F of finite sums of distinct elements of I is a set of
local units for R.
Lemma 2.12. (i) The algebra AKp 9Eq is unital if and only if E
0 is finite. In this case,
1
AK p 9Eq “
ÿ
vPE0
v.
(ii) For each α P AKp 9Eq, there exists a finite set of distinct vertices V pαq for which α “ fαf ,
where f “
ř
vPV pαq
v. Moreover, the algebra AKp 9Eq is a ring with enough idempotents (consisting
of the vertices E0), and thus a ring with local units (consisting of sums of distinct elements of
E0).
Proof. See [2, Lemma 1.2.12]. 
Remark 2.13. (i) One can give a natural Z-grading to AKp 9Eq by defining degpvq “ 0, for each
v P E0, degpeq “ 1, and degpe˚q “ ´1, for every e P E1.
(ii) Let : K Ñ K be an involution on the field K. Then there exists a unique involution
˚ : AKp 9Eq Ñ AKp 9Eq such that
k ÞÑ k, for every k P K
v ÞÑ v, for every v P E0,
e ÞÑ e˚, and
e˚ ÞÑ e, for every e P E1.
However, we will not pursue the above additional structures on AKp 9Eq anywhere in this paper.
3. Some special cases and examples
We begin with a prototypical example which suggests the terminology ‘A-graph’.
Example 3.1. We first recall that a graph E is said to be simple if there is at most one edge
between any two vertices. Let E be a finite simple graph with vertex set tv1, v2, . . . , vnu. Over
the path algebra PKp pEq, consider the ‘adjacency’ matrix A1 whose pi, jqth entry is the edge e if
speq “ vi and rpeq “ vj , and 0 if such an edge is not there. Let A be an pˆ q matrix obtained
from A1 by removing zero rows and zero columns (p, q ď n). Let V be the pˆp diagonal matrix
whose pi, iqth entry is the source vertex of the ith row of A and let U be the qˆq diagonal matrix
whose pj, jqth entry is the range vertex of the jth column of A. Let the K-algebra AKpEq be
the quotient of PKp pEq obtained from the relations imposed by the following matrix equations:
AA˚ “ V and A˚A “ U,
where A˚ is the ‘conjugate transpose’ of A of order q ˆ p.
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We now give an A-graph structure on E. In order to do this, we have to specify C,D, S and T .
Let the rows of A be defined to be the elements of C, the columns of A, the elements of D,
and S and T be defined to be equal to C and D respectively. It is not hard to see that the
Cohn-Leavitt path algebra AKp 9Eq of this A-graph 9E is nothing but the algebra AKpEq defined
above.
As a more concrete example, let us consider En to be the following line graph with n vertices
and n´ 1 edges, where n ě 1.
. . .
v1 v2 v3 vn´1 vn
e1 e2 e3 en´1
En “
Then
A “
¨˚
˚˝˚e1 0 . . . 00 e2 . . . 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 . . . en´1
‹˛‹‹‚,
and the relations obtained are
eie
˚
i “ vi and e
˚
i ei “ vi`1,
where 1 ď i ď n´ 1. In this case, it is easy to see that
AKp 9Enq – AKpEnq –MnpKq.
Example 3.2 (Group algebras of free groups). Let Rn be a graph with single vertex v
and n loops tx1, x2, . . . , xnu. We give an A-graph structure on Rn as follows: For 1 ď i ď n,
let Xi “ Yi “ ttxiuu and S “ C “ Cv “ tXi | 1 ď i ď nu and T “ D “ Dv “ tYi | 1 ď i ď nu.
Then it is direct to see that x˚i “ x
´1
i , for 1 ď i ď n. So the Cohn-Leavitt path algebra of the
above A-graph is the group algebra of the free group on n generators.
In fact, any graph E can be turned into an A-graph as follows: Consider the finite bi-
separation on E obtained by discrete partition on both s´1pvq and r´1pvq, for every v P E0.
Such a bi-separation will be called a trivial bi-separation. It is clear that the Cohn-Leavitt path
algebra of the trivial bi-separation is the groupoid algebra of a free groupoid.
Example 3.3 (Relative Cohn path algebras). Let E be a graph and S be any subset of row
regular vertices RRegpEq of E. The Cohn path algebra CSKpEq of E relative to S is obtained
from PKp pEq by imposing the following relations:
CK1: e˚f “ δe,frpeq for every e, f P E1,
CK2: v “
ř
ePs´1pvq
ee˚ for every v P S.
In particular, CHK pEq is called Cohn path algebra of E and C
RRegpEq
K pEq is called Leavitt path
algebra of E.
This algebra can be realized as a Cohn-Leavitt path algebra of a suitable A-graph as follows:
Given E, we obtain an A-graph structure on E by defining Cv to be the full partition of
s´1pvq, Dv to be the discrete partition of r´1pvq, for each v P E0 and setting T “ D, so that
Cfin “RRegpEq and
AKpE, pC,Sq, pD,Dfinqq “ C
S
KpEq.
Remark 3.4. We would like to point out that in the definition 2.8, had we set
A1 :
ÿ
Y PT
pXY qpY X 1q˚ “ δXX1spXq,
A2 :
ÿ
XPS
pY Xq˚pXY 1q “ δY Y 1rpY q,
then we would not have captured Cohn path algebras as examples. This is because, for Cohn
path algebras S “ H.
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Example 3.5 (Cohn-Leavitt path algebras of separated graphs). A separated graph is
a pair pE,Cq, where E is a graph and C “
Ů
vPE0 Cv, where Cv is a partition of s
´1pvq, for
each vertex v P E0. Let S Ă Cfin. Then the Cohn-Leavitt path algebra CLKpE,C, Sq of pE,Cq
relative to S is defined as the quotient of PKp pEq obtained by imposing the following relations:
SCK1: e˚f “ δe,frpeq, for all e, f P X,X P C,
SCK2: v “
ř
ePX ee
˚, for every X P S, v P E0.
It is direct that the Cohn-Leavitt path algebras of separated graphs are special cases of
Cohn-Leavitt path algebras of A-graphs, where an A-graph structure on pE,C, Sq is obtained
by setting Dv to be the discrete partition of r
´1pvq, for each v P E0 and D “ Dfin “ T .
Relative Cohn path algebras and group(oid) algebras of free group(oid)s are of course spe-
cial cases of Cohn-Leavitt path algebras of separated graphs. However, we have listed them
separately for pedagogical reasons.
Example 3.6 (Weighted Leavitt path algebras). Let E be a row-finite graph and ω :
E1 Ñ N be a (weight) function. We define the (associated) weighted graph Eω to be a graph
pE0ω, E
1
ω, rω, sωq, where E
0
ω “ E
0, E1ω “ tei | e P E
1, 1 ď i ď ωpequ, rωpeiq “ rpeq and
sωpeiq “ speq, for all e P E
1, 1 ď i ď ωpeq. Set ωpvq “ maxtωpeq | e P s´1pvqu. (Note that ωpvq
is well-defined since E is row-finite). The weighted Leavitt path algebra LKpEωq of the weighted
graph Eω is the quotient of PKp pEωq obtained by going modulo the following relations:
wCK1:
ř
1ďiďωpvq
e˚i fi “ δe,frpeq, for every e, f P E
1 and speq “ spfq “ v P E0,
wCK2:
ř
ePs´1pvq
eie
˚
j “ δi,jv, for each v P E
0, 1 ď i, j ď ωpvq,
where we set ei and e
˚
i to be zero whenever i ą ωpeq.
This algebra can be realized as a Cohn-Leavitt path algebra of a suitable A-graph in the
following way: For v P E0 and 1 ď i ď ωpvq, define Xiv “ tei | e P s
´1pvqu and set Cv “ tXiv |
1 ď i ď wpvqu. Here C “ Cfin, since E is row-finite. Set S “ C. For v P E
0 and e P s´1pvq,
define Y ev “ tei | 1 ď i ď ωpequ and set Dvw “ tY
e
v | e P s
´1pvq X r´1pwqu. Observe that
D “ Dfin, since ω is a function which takes natural numbers as its values. Setting T “ D and
9E “ pE,C,Dq, we, at once, have
AKp 9Eq – LKpEωq.
It has been noted in [6, page 171] that neither weighted Leavitt path algebras nor Cohn-
Leavitt path algebras of separated graphs are particular cases of the each other. One can mix
the above two examples and construct new algebras as follows:
Example 3.7 (Weighted Cohn-Leavitt path algebras of finitely separated graphs).
Let pE,Cq be a finitely separated graph (i.e. a separated graph in which C “ Cfin). Let
ω : E1 Ñ N be a function and Eω be the associated weighted graph. For X P C, set ωpXq “
maxtωpeq | e P Xu. The weighted Cohn-Leavitt path algebra CLKpEω, Cq of pEω, Cq can be
defined as the quotient of PKp pEωq by factoring out the following relations:
wSCK1:
ř
1ďiďωpXq
e˚i fi “ δe,frpeq, for every e, f P X and X P C,
wSCK2:
ř
ePX
eie
˚
j “ δi,jspeq, for each X P C, 1 ď i, j ď ωpXq,
where we set ei and e
˚
i to be zero whenever i ą ωpeq.
Given a weighted finitely separated graph pEω, Cq, we get a canonical A-graph as follows:
For X P C and 1 ď i ď ωpXq, define rXi “ tei | e P Xu and set rCv “ t rXi | X P Cv and 1 ď
i ď ωpXqu. Here rC “ rCfin, since E is finitely separated. Set rS “ rC. Now, for e P X, definerY eX “ tei | 1 ď i ď ωpequ and rDvw “ trY eX | e P Xu. Observe that rD “ rDfin, since ω is natural
number valued. Now setting rT “ rD and 9E “ pE, rC, rDq, we immediately get
AKpE, rC, rDq – LKpEω, Cq.
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Example 3.8 (Leavitt path algebras of Hypergraphs). A multiset M over a set X is
a function M : X Ñ Z`. If x P X, then Mpxq is called the multiplicity of x. The set
Msupp :“ tx P X | Mpxq ą 0u is called the support of M . We denote by MultpXq the set of
all multisets over X that have finite, nonempty support. For an element M PMultpXq, we set
|M | “
ř
xPMsupp
Mpxq. A hypergraph is a quadrupleH “ pH0,H1, s, rq, where H0 and H1 are sets
and s, r : H1 Ñ MultpH0q are maps. The elements of H0 are called vertices and the elements
of H1, the hyperedges. Given a hypergraph H, for any h P H1, set sphq “ tsphq1, ..., sphq|sphq|qu
and rphq “ trphq1, ..., rphq|rphq|u.
The Leavitt path algebra LKpHq of the hypergraph H is the K-algebra presented by the
generating set tv, hij , h
˚
ij | v P H
0, h P H1, 1 ď i ď |sphq|, 1 ď j ď |rphq|u and the relations
(1) uv “ δu,vu, for every u, v P H
0,
(2) sphqihij “ hij “ hijrphqj and rphqjh
˚
ij “ h
˚
ij “ h
˚
ijsphqi, for every h P H
1 and 1 ď i ď
|sphq|, 1 ď j ď |rphq|,
(3)
|rphq|ř
k“1
hikh
˚
jk “ δi,jsphqi, for every h P H
1 and 1 ď i, j ď |sphq|,
(4)
|sphq|ř
k“1
h˚ikhjk “ δi,jrphqi, for every h P H
1 and 1 ď i, j ď |sphq|.
We show that any hypergraph H can be associated to an A-graph as follows: Define EH “
pE0H , E
1
H , rEH , sEH q, where E
0
H “ H
0, E1H “ thij | 1 ď i ď |sphq|, 1 ď j ď |rphq|u, rEH phijq “
rphqj and sEH phijq “ sphqi. For 1 ď i ď |sphq| let X
i
h “ thij | 1 ď j ď |rphq|u and for
1 ď j ď |rphq|, let Y jh “ thij | 1 ď i ď |sphq|u. For v P E
0
H , define Cv “ tX
i
h | h P H
1, v P sphqu
and Dv “ tY
j
h | h P H
1, v P rphqu. By construction, C “ Cfin and D “ Dfin. Setting S “ C and
T “ D, we have
ApEH , C,Dq – LKpHq.
We note that if E is a finite simple graph and the A- separation on E is obtained from the
adjacency matrix as in Example 3.1, then, in general, Cohn-Leavitt path algebra of such a graph
need not coincide with the definitions of any of the standard graph algebras discussed above.
The following example illustrates this:
Example 3.9. For n ě 3, let Cn denote the following graph with n vertices:
. . .
v1 v2 v3 vn´1 vn
Cn “
Then Cn is simple graph with adjacency matrix given by at least two entries and at most three
entries in both rows and columns, i.e.,
ACn “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
˚ ˚ 0 0 0 . . . 0 0
˚ ˚ ˚ 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 ˚ ˚ ˚ 0 . . . 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 0 0 . . . ˚ ˚
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚,
where ˚’s are nonzero entries filled by edges.
With the canonical bi-separation on Cn, the Cohn-Leavitt path algebra of Cn does not coin-
cide with any of the examples above.
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4. Normal forms for Cohn-Leavitt path algebras
Definition 4.1. For each pair X,X 1 P S, if there exists Y P D such that X X Y ‰ H and
X 1XY ‰ H, then we choose and fix one such Y (this may vary withX,X 1) and call pXY qpY X 1q˚
a forbidden word of type I.
Similarly for each pair Y, Y 1 P T , if there exists X P D such that Y XX ‰ H and Y 1XX ‰ H,
then we choose and fix one such X and call pY Xq˚pXY 1q a forbidden word of type II.
Definition 4.2. Let Ω “ E0 Y E1 Y pE1q˚ and xΩy denote the set of all nonempty words over
Ω. A word A P xΩy is called normal if it does not contain any subwords of type I or II. An
element of K xΩy is called normal if it lies in the linear span K xΩyN of all normal words.
We will show that any element of AKp 9Eq has precisely one normal representative in K xΩy.
For this, we need a few definitions and results from [8] which we recall below.
Let xW y denote the semigroup of all nonempty words over W (with juxtaposition) and xW y
denote xW y Y tempty wordu. Further, let K xW y denote the free K-algebra generated by W .
Definition 4.3. Let Σ be a set of pairs of the form σ “ pwσ , fσq, where wσ P xW y and
fσ P K xW y. Then Σ is called a reduction system for K xW y. For any σ P Σ and A,B P xW y,
let rAσB denote the endomorphism of K xW y that maps AwσB to AfσB and fixes all other
elements of xW y. The maps rAσB : K xW y Ñ K xW y are called reductions.
Definition 4.4. We shall say a reduction rAσB acts trivially on an element a P K xW y if the
coefficient of AwσB in a is zero, and we shall call a irreducible (under Σ) if every reduction is
trivial on a. The K linear subspace of all irreducible elements of K xW y will be denoted by
K xW yirr. A finite sequence of reductions r1, . . . , rn will be said to be final on a P K xW y if
rn . . . r1paq P K xW yirr.
Definition 4.5. An element a P K xW y will be called reduction-finite if for every infinite
sequence r1, r2, . . . of reductions, ri acts trivially on ri´1 . . . r1paq, for all sufficiently large i.
If a is reduction-finite, then any maximal sequence of reductions ri, such that each ri acts
nontrivially on ri´1 . . . r1paq, will be finite, and hence a final sequence. It follows from their
definition that the reduction-finite elements form a K linear subspace of K xW y. We shall call
an element a P K xW y reduction-unique if it is reduction-finite, and if its images under all finite
sequences of reductions are the same This common value will be denoted rΣpaq. The set of
reductions-unique elements of K xW y forms a K linear subspace, and rΣ is a bilinear map of
this subspace into K xW yirr.
Definition 4.6. A 5-tuple pσ,Θ, A,B,Cq with σ,Θ P Σ and A,B,C P xW y, such that wσ “
AB and wΘ “ BC is called an overlap ambiguity of Σ. We shall say the overlap ambiguity
pσ,Θ, A,B,Cq is resolvable if there exist compositions of reductions r and r1, such that rpfσCq “
r1pAfΘq. Similarly, a 5-tuple pσ,Θ, A,B,Cq with σ ‰ Θ and A,B,C P xW y will be called an
inclusion ambiguity if wσ “ B,wΘ “ ABC and such an ambiguity will be called resolvable if
AfσC and fΘ can be reduced to a common expression.
Definition 4.7. By a semigroup partial ordering on xW y we shall mean a partial order ď such
that
B ă B1 ñ ABC ă AB1C
for any B,B1 P xW y , A,C P xW y. We call ď compatible with Σ if for all σ P Σ, fσ is a linear
combination of monomials ă wσ.
We now state the Bergman’s diamond lemma which will be used to find a basis for Cohn-
Leavitt path algebras of A-graphs.
Theorem 4.8 (Bergman’s diamond lemma). Let ď be a semigroup partial ordering on xW y
compatible with Σ and having descending chain condition. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) All ambiguities of Σ are resolvable.
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(2) All ambiguities of K xW y are reduction-unique under Σ.
(3) K xW yirr is a set of representatives for the elements of the K-algebra K xW y {I, where
I is the ideal of K xW y generated by the elements wσ ´ fσpσ P Σq.
When these conditions hold, K xW y {I may be identified with the K-linear space K xW yirr, made
a K-algebra by the multiplication a ¨ b “ rΣpabq.
Now we can use the above theorem in order to prove that any element of AKp 9Eq has precisely
one normal representative in K
@
E0 Y E1 Y pE1q˚
D
.
Theorem 4.9. Let p 9Eq be an A-graph . Then AKp 9Eq has a basis consisting of normal gener-
alized paths [see Definitions 2.5, 4.2].
Proof. In order to apply Theorem 4.8, we replace the defining relations by the following:
11: For any v,w P E0,
vw “ δv,wv.
21: For any v P E0, e P E1,
ve “ δv,speqe,
ev “ δv,rpeqe,
ve˚ “ δv,rpeqe˚,
e˚v “ δv,speqe˚.
31: For any e, f P E1,
ef “ 0, if rpeq ‰ spfq,
e˚f “ 0, if speq ‰ spfq,
ef˚ “ 0, if rpeq ‰ rpfq,
e˚f˚ “ 0, if speq ‰ rpfq.
A11 : For each X,X 1 P S for which there exists Y P D such that X X Y ‰ H and X 1Y ‰ H,
eXe
˚
X1 :“ pXY qpY X
1q˚ “ δX,X1spXq ´
ÿ
Y1PD
Y1‰Y
pXY1qpY1X
1q˚.
A12 : For each Y, Y 1 P T for which there exists X P C such that XXY ‰ H and XXY 1 ‰ H,
eY e
˚
Y 1 :“ pY XqpXY
1q˚ “ δY,Y 1rpY q ´
ÿ
X1PC
X1‰X
pY X1q
˚pX1Y 1q.
(i.e. In A11 and A12, LHS contains forbidden words).
Denote by Σ the reduction system consisting of all pairs σ “ pwσ , fσq, where wσ equals the
LHS of an equation above and fσ the corresponding RHS. Let xP¯ y be the monoid consisting of
all words formed by letters in E0 Y E1 Y pE1q˚. We define a partial order on xP y as follows.
Let A “ x1x2 . . . xn P xP y. Set lpAq “ n and
mpAq “ |ti P t1, 2, . . . , pn ´ 1qu | xixi`1is of type I or type IIu|.
Define a partial order ď on xP y by A ď B if and only if one of the following holds:
(1) A “ B,
(2) lpAq ă lpBq or
(3) lpAq “ lpBq, and for each G,H P xP¯ y, mpGAHq ă mpGBHq.
Clearly ď is a semigroup partial order on xP y compatible with Σ and also the descending
chain condition is satisfied. It remains to show that all ambiguities of Σ are resolvable.
In the following table we list all types of ambiguities which may occur:
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Ambiguities
11 21 31 A11 A12
11 uvw vwe,
vwe˚
´ ´ ´
21 evw,
e˚vw
vew,
ve˚w,
evf,
evf˚,
e˚vf,
e˚vf˚
vef,
vef˚,
ve˚f,
ve˚f˚
weXe
˚
X1 ve
˚
Y eY 1
31 ´ efv,
e˚fv,
ef˚v,
e˚f˚v
efg,
efg˚,
ef˚g,
ef˚g˚,
e˚fg,
e˚fg˚,
e˚f˚g,
e˚f˚g˚
feXe
˚
X1 ,
f˚eXe˚X1
ge˚Y eY 1 ,
g˚e˚Y eY 1
A11 ´ eXe˚X1w eXe
˚
X1g,
eXe
˚
X1g
˚
´ eXe
˚
X1eY
“
pXY 1qpY 1X 1q˚pX 1Y q
A12 ´ e˚Y eY 1v e
˚
Y eY 1g,
e˚Y eY 1g
˚
e˚Y eY 1e
˚
X
“
pY X 1q˚pX 1Y 1qpY 1X 1q˚
´
We note that there are no inclusion ambiguities. We only show how to resolve ambiguity of
type A11´A12 leaving other easy cases to the reader.
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A11 A12
“
“
A12
A11
“
“
“
“
pXY1qpY1X1q
˚pX1Y q
„
δX,X1spX1q ´
ř
Y2PD
Y2‰Y1
pXY2qpY2X1q
˚

pX1Y q
pXY1q
„
δY,Y1rpY1q ´
ř
X2PC
X2‰X1
pY1X2q
˚pX2Y q

δX,X1pX1Y q ´
ř
Y2PD
Y2‰Y1
pXY2qpY2X1q
˚pX1Y q
δY,Y1pXY1q ´
ř
X2PC
X2‰X1
pXY1qpY1X2q
˚pX2Y q
δX,X1pX1Y q ´
ř
Y2PD
Y2‰Y1
pXY2q
„
δY,Y2rpY q ´
ř
X2PC
X2‰X1
pY2X2q
˚pX2Y q

δY,Y1pXY1q ´
ř
X2PC
X2‰X1
„
δX,X2spXq ´
ř
Y2PD
Y2‰Y1
pXY2qpY2X2q
˚

pX2Y q
δX,X1pX1Y q ´ δY,Y2pXY2q `
ř
Y2PD
Y2‰Y1
ř
X2PC
X2‰X1
pXY2qpY2X2q
˚pX2Y q
δY,Y1pXY1q ´ δX,X2pX2Y q `
ř
X2PC
X2‰X1
ř
Y2PD
Y2‰Y1
pXY2qpY2X2q
˚pX2Y q
ř
X2PC
X2‰X1
ř
Y2PD
Y2‰Y1
pXY2qpY2X2q
˚pX2Y q
This proves the confluence condition. The final expression written above is a finite sum as
X P S and Y P T . If some terms in this expression contain forbidden words, we further reduce
them as above. But this process has to terminate in finitely many stages (again since X P S
and Y P T ). Also, it should be noted that in this sequence of reductions, the same forbidden
word cannot appear more than once at different stages. For, that would mean that a single
relation is contributing more than one forbidden words, which is a contradiction. This proves
the reduction finiteness as well. 
5. The categories AG and pBAG
In this section we introduce two categories AG of A-graphs and the category pBAG of pre-
Bergman A-graphs. We study the functoriality and continuity of an important functor between
AG and K-Alg. We also show that each object of pBAG is a direct limit of sub-objects
based on finite graphs, from which we obtain every Cohn-Leavitt path algebra of pre-Bergman
A-graph as a direct limit of Cohn-Leavitt path algebras based on finite graphs.
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Definition 5.1. We define a category AG of A-graphs as follows: The objects of AG are
A-graphs 9E. A morphism φ : 9E Ñ
9rE in AG is a triple φ “ pφ0, φ1, φ2q satisfying the following
conditions:
(1) φ0 : E Ñ rE is graph morphism such that φ00, φ10 are injective.
(2) φ1 : C Ñ rC is a map such that X P Cv ùñ φ1pXq P Cφ00pvq.
(3) φ1pSq Ă rS. Moreover φ10 ˇˇX : X Ñ rX is a bijection, for every X P S.
(4) φ2 : D Ñ rD is a map such that Y P Dv ùñ φ1pY q P Dφ00pvq.
(5) φ1pT q Ă rT . Moreover φ10ˇˇY : Y Ñ rY is a bijection, for every Y P T .
(6) If X P S, Y P T then X X Y “ H ùñ rX X rY “ H.
Proposition 5.2. The category AG admits arbitrary direct limits.
Proof. The proof is similar to [6, Proposition 3.3]. The only addition is that we have to define
D and T analogous to the way we define C and S.

Recall that a functor is continuous if it preserves direct limits.
Proposition 5.3. The assignment 9E ù AKp 9Eq extends to a continuous covariant functor
AK from AG to K-Alg.
Proof. The proof is similar to [6, Proposition 3.6]. 
Definition 5.4. We say a morphism φ : 9E Ñ
9rE in AG is complete if φ´11 prSq “ S and
φ´12 p rT q “ T .
Definition 5.5. Let 9E be an object inAG. A sub-object of 9E is an object 9E1 “ pE1, pC 1, S1q, pD1, T 1qq
such that E1 is a sub-graph of E and the following conditions hold:
C 1 “ tX X pE1q1 | X P CzS, X X pE1q1 ‰ Hu \
tX P S | X X pE1q1 ‰ Hu.
S1 “ tX P S | X X pE1q1 ‰ Hu.
D1 “ tY X pE1q1 | Y P DzT, D X pE1q1 ‰ Hu \
tD P T | D X pE1q1 ‰ Hu.
T 1 “ tY P T | Y X pE1q1 ‰ Hu.
Definition 5.6. Let 9E be an object in AG. A complete sub-object of 9E is a sub-object 9E1 such
that the inclusion morphism is complete.
Proposition 5.7. Any object in AG is a direct limit of countable complete sub-objects.
Proof. Let 9E be an object in AG. For a finite subset A Ă E0 \ E1, let EA be the graph
generated by A, i.e.,
E1A “ AX E
1 and E0A “ pAX E
0q Y s´1E pE
1
Aq Y r
´1
E pE
1
Aq.
Take v P E0A and set
E0v “ s
´1
E pvq Y
Ť
XPSXCv
XXA‰H
X Y
Ť
Y PTXDv
YXA‰H
Y .
If the graph E0 generated by E
0
A \
Ů
vPE0
A
E0v is a complete sub-object of the given object, we are
done. If not, define
E1v to be E0v Y
Ť
XPSXCv
XXE0v‰H
X Y
Ť
Y PTXDv
YXE0v‰H
Y .
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If the graph E1 generated by E
0
0 \
Ů
vPE00
E1v is a complete sub-object of the given object we are
done. If not define E2v similarly and continue this process.
Hence we have a chain E0 Ñ E1 Ñ E2 Ñ . . . .
Let E be the direct limit of this chain, i.e., let 9E “ pE , pC,Sq, pD,T qq be the direct limit of
the directed system t 9Ei “ pEi, pCi,Siq, pDi,Tiqqu, where i P NY t0u.
Observe that for i ě 0, Si “ tX P S | X X E
1
i´1 ‰ Hu and Ci “ tX P E
1
i | X P CzS,X X E
1
i ‰
Hu \ Si, where E´1 means A. Similar statements hold for Di and Ti.
Since the vertex set and edge set of E are countable union of finite sets, it is a countable sub-
graph of E. We claim that 9E is a complete sub-object of 9E. For, let X P S and X X E1 ‰ H.
Then X X E1i ‰ H, for some i P N Y t0u. This implies X P Si`1, which in turn means
X P S. Similarly one can start with X P CzS and prove that whenever X X E1 ‰ H, the set
X X E1 P CzS. Repeating the analogous arguments for T , we can conclude that for each finite
subset A Ă E0 \E1, there exists a countable complete sub-object 9E of 9E. Now by keeping the
set of all finite subsets of E0 \ E1 as the indexing set, we get a directed system of countable
complete sub-objects whose direct limit is 9E.

We note that a general object in AG cannot be written as a direct limit of finite complete
sub-objects as the following example illustrates:
Example 5.8. Consider the following simple graph C8 on countably infinite vertices.
. . .. . .
v´1 v0 v1
C8 “
Let the canonical A-graph structure on C8 be obtained from the adjacency matrix with S “
Cfin “ C and T “ Dfin “ D. Then C8 cannot be written as direct limit of finite complete
sub-objects. For, if there is a complete sub-object of C8 then by definition we are forced to
include all the edges and so, it will no more be finite.
Let 9E be an object in AG. Set
S1 “ tX P S | X X Y ‰ H, for some Y P T u,(1)
S2 “ S ´ S1,(2)
T1 “ tY P T | X X Y ‰ H, for some X P Su and(3)
T2 “ T ´ T1.(4)
LetX,X 1 P S1. We say thatX is related toX 1 via „T if there exists a sequence Y1,X1, Y2,X2,
. . . , Yn´1,Xn´1, Yn such that for each i, Xi P S, Yi P T , n ě 1, and XXY1 ‰ H, YiXXi ‰ H for
i “ 1, 2, . . . , pn ´ 1q and Yn XX
1 ‰ H. It is not hard to see that „T is an equivalence relation
on S1. Let S1 “
Ů
λPΛ
Xλ be the partition of S1 induced by „T .
Now suppose Y, Y 1 P T1. We say Y is related to Y 1 via „S if there exists a sequence
X1, Y1,X2, Y2, . . . ,Xn´1, Yn´1,Xn such that for each i, Xi P S, Yi P T , n ě 1, and Y XX1 ‰ H,
Xi X Yi ‰ H, for i “ 1, 2, . . . , pn ´ 1q and Xn X Y
1 ‰ H. Let T1 “
Ů
λ1PΛ1
Yλ1 be the partition
induced by the equivalence relation „S.
We claim that the indexing sets Λ and Λ1 are in bijection. To see this, start with λ P Λ.
Let X P Xλ be an arbitrarily fixed element. This means, there exists a λ
1 P Λ1 and Y P Yλ1
such that X X Y ‰ H. If X 1 ‰ X is another element of Xλ, and if there is a Y 1 P T such that
X 1 X Y 1 ‰ H, then Y 1 „S Y because X 1 „T X. So Y 1 belongs to the same Yλ1 as Y . Also if
there is another element Y1 P T such that X X Y1 ‰ H, then clearly Y1 „S Y and so Y1 also
lies in same Yλ1 . This implies that the map ΛÑ Λ
1 defined by λ ÞÑ λ1 is well-defined. Similarly
one can define a map Λ1 Ñ Λ. It is not hard to see that these maps are inverses of each other
which proves the claim. Therefore, we have the following proposition:
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Proposition 5.9. Let 9E be an object in AG and let S1, T1 be as defined in equations 1 and
3 above. Then there exist canonical partitions S1 “
Ů
λPΛ
Xλ and T1 “
Ů
λ1PΛ1
Yλ1 of S1 and T1
respectively such that the indexing sets Λ and Λ1 are bijective.
Remark 5.10. Because of the above proposition, we will denote the indexing sets of the canonical
partitions of both S1 and T1 by Λ.
Definition 5.11. An A-graph 9E is called pre-Bergman if |Xλ| ă 8 and |Yλ| ă 8, for each
λ P Λ. The pre-Bergman A-graphs along with complete morphisms form a category which we
call a pre-Bergman A-category. It will be denoted by pBAG.
Any finite A-graph is, by definition, pre-Bergman.
Proposition 5.12. Let 9E be a pre-Bergman A-graph such that S “ Cfin “ C, T “ Dfin “ D
and |E0| “ 1. For λ P I, let Eλ be the subgraph of E with edge set
Ť
XPXλ
te P Xu, Cλ “ tX P Xλu,
and Dλ “ tY P Yλu . Then AKp 9Eq is isomorphic to the free-product of algebras AKp 9Eλq, where
λ varies over the indexing set Λ.
Corollary 5.13 ([6] Proposition 2.10). Let pE,Cq be a separated graph with |E0| “ 1. Then
LKpE,Cq is isomorphic to the free-product of algebras LKp1, |X|q, where LKp1, |X|q is the
Leavitt algebra of type p1, |X|q and X varies over C.
Theorem 5.14. Every object 9E in pBAG is a direct limit of finite (complete) sub-objects.
Conversely, if 9E in AG is a direct limit of finite complete sub-objects then it belongs to pBAG.
Proof. Let 9E be an object in pBAG. By exactly same arguments as in Proposition 5.7, 9E is a
direct limit of the directed system
t
´
9EA “ pE , pC,Sq, pD,T qqA, ãÑ
¯
| A is a finite subset of E0 \E1u.
It follows from the definition of pre-Bergman A-graphs that 9EA is finite, for each finite subset
A of E0 \ E1.
Conversely, let 9E be a direct limit of the directed system
t
´
9Ei “ pEi, pCi,Siq, pDi,Tiqq, ãÑ
¯
| i P Iu
of finite complete sub-objects. We know that S and T can be partitioned as S1\S2 and T1\T2
respectively (see equations 1 to 4 before the proposition 5.9). If S1 “ H, then T1 “ H and
clearly 9E is pre-Bergman.
Suppose S1 ‰ H. Then we have S1 “
Ů
λPΛ
Xλ and T1 “
Ů
λPΛ
Yλ. That each |Xλ| and |Yλ| is
finite follows from the fact that the directed system consists of finite objects and the morphisms
involved are complete. 
Corollary 5.15. Let 9E be an object in pBAG. Then the Cohn-Leavitt path algebra AKp 9Eq is
the direct limit of the directed system of unital algebras tAKp 9EiquiPI such that whenever j ě i,
the map AKp 9Eiq Ñ AKp 9Ejq is a monomorphism, where t 9EiuiPI is a directed system of finite
complete sub-objects of 9E whose direct limit is 9E.
Proof. By the previous theorem, 9E is a direct limit of a directed system t 9EiuiPI consisting of
its finite complete sub-objects. Therefore, by proposition 5.3 and Theorem 4.9, AKp 9Eq is the
direct limit of the directed system of algebras tAKp 9EiquiPI . 
6. LV-Objects and Classification of Cohn-Leavitt path algebras which are
Domains
Definition 6.1. An object 9E in AG is called an LV-object if either
(1) |S| ď 1 and |T | ď 1, or
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(2) |S| ą 1 or |T | ą 1, and the following two conditions are satisfied:
(2.1) For any X,X 1 P S, there is either no Y P D such that X X Y ‰ H and
X 1 X Y ‰ H or there are at least two distinct Y1, Y2 P D such that X X Y1 ‰ H,
X 1 X Y1 ‰ φ, X X Y2 ‰ H and X 1 X Y2 ‰ H,
(2.2) For any Y, Y 1 P T , there is either no X P C such that Y X X ‰ H and
Y 1 X X ‰ H or there are at least two distinct X1,X2 P C such that Y X X1 ‰ H,
Y 1 XX1 ‰ φ, Y XX2 ‰ H and Y 1 XX2 ‰ H.
Definition 6.2. Let 9E be an A-graph. If a P AKp 9Eq, then the set supp(a) of all normal
generalized paths occuring in NFpaq with nonzero coefficients is called the support of a.
Definition 6.3. Let 9E be an A-graph. A local valuation on AKp 9Eq is a map ν : AKp 9Eq Ñ
Z
` Y t´8u such that
(1) νpaq “ ´8 if and only if a “ 0,
(2) νpaq “ 0 if and only if a ‰ 0 and supp(a)Ď E0,
(3) νpa` bq ď maxtνpaq, νpbqu, for any a, b P AKp 9Eq and
(4) νpabq “ νpaq ` νpbq, for any v P E0, a P AKp 9Eqv and b P vAKp 9Eq.
We use the conventions ´8 ď x and x` p´8q “ p´8q ` x “ ´8, for any x P Z` Y t´8u.
Proposition 6.4. If 9E in AG is an LV-object, then the map ν : AKp 9Eq Ñ Z
` Y t´8u is a
local valuation on AKp 9Eq, where ν is defined as
a ÞÑ maxt|p| | p P supppaqu.
Proof. The first three conditions of a local valuation are obvious. It remains to show νpabq “
νpaq ` νpbq, for any v P E0, a P AKp 9Eqv and b P vAKp 9Eq. If one of νpaq and νpbq is 0 or ´8,
then the result is clear. Suppose now νpaq, νpbq ě 1. Since any reduction preserves or decreases
the length of a generalized path, it follows that νpabq ď νpaq`νpbq. So it remains to show that
νpabq ě νpaq ` νpbq. Let
pk “ x
k
1 . . . x
k
νpaq p1 ď k ď rq
be the elements of supp(a) with length νpaq and
ql “ y
l
1 . . . y
l
νpbq p1 ď l ď sq
be the elements of supp(b) with length νpbq. We assume that the pk’s are pairwise distinct and
so are ql’s. Since NF is a linear map, we can make the following conclusions:
(1) If xk
νpaqy
l
1 is not of type I or II, then
NFppkqlq “ pkql.
(2) If xk
νpaqy
l
1 is of type I, then there are X,X
1 P S and Y P D such that xk
νpaqy
l
1 “
pXY qpX 1Y q˚ and pXY qpX 1Y q˚ is forbidden. So
NFppkqlq “
”
δXX1x
k
1 . . . x
k
νpaq´1y
l
2 . . . y
l
νpbq
ı
´
ÿ
Y PD
pXY qpX1Y q˚‰xk
νpaqy
l
1
xk1 . . . x
k
νpaq´1pXY qpX
1Y q˚yl2 . . . y
l
νpbq.
(3) If xk
νpaqy
l
νpbq is of type II, then there are Y, Y
1 P T and X P C such that xk
νpaqy
l
νpbq “
pXY q˚pXY 1q and pXY q˚pXY 1q is forbidden. So
NFppkqlq “
”
δY Y 1x
k
1 . . . x
k
νpaq´1y
l
2 . . . y
l
νpbq
ı
´
ÿ
XPC
pXY q˚pXY 1q‰xk
νpaqy
l
1
xk1 . . . x
k
νpaq´1pXY q
˚pXY 1qyl2 . . . y
l
νpbq.
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Case 1 : Assume that xk
νpaqy
l
1 is not of type I or II, for any k, l.
Then pkql P supppaq, for any k, l. So νpabq ě |pkql| “ νpaq ` νpbq.
Case 2 : Assume that there are k and l such that xk
νpaqy
l
νpbq is of type I.
Then there are X,X 1 P S and Y P D such that xk
νpaqy
l
1 “ pXY qpX
1Y q˚ and pXY qpX 1Y q˚ is
forbidden. Since 9E is an LV-object, there is at least one more element rY P D other than Y
such that X rY ‰ 0 and X 1 rY ‰ 0.
Case 2.1 : Assume pk1ql1 ‰ x
k
1 . . . x
k
νpaq´1pX rY qpX 1 rY q˚yl2 . . . ylνpbq, for any k1, l1.
Then xk1 . . . x
k
νpaq´1pX rY qpX 1 rY q˚yl2 . . . ylνpbq P supppabq, since it does not cancel with any other
term. So we are done.
Case 2.2 : Assume pk1ql1 “ x
k
1 . . . x
k
νpaq´1pX rY qpX 1 rY q˚yl2 . . . ylνpbq, for some k1, l1. In this case,
pkql1 “ x
k
1 . . . x
k
νpaq´1pXY qpX
1 rY q˚yl2 . . . ylνpbq P supppabq and so we are done.
Case 3 : Assume that there are k and l such that xk
νpaqy
l
1 is of type II.
Then there are Y, Y 1 P T and X P C such that xk
νpaqy
l
1 “ pXY q
˚pXY 1q and pXY q˚pXY 1q is
forbidden. Again since 9E is an LV-object, there is at least one more element rX P C other than
X such that rXY ‰ 0 and rXY 1 ‰ 0. The proof now follows in exactly the same way as in
Cases 2.1 and 2.2. 
Definition 6.5. (1) An LV-object is called an LV-rose if |E0| “ 1.
(2) An A-algebra AKp 9Eq is called an LV-algebra if 9E is an LV-object.
Theorem 6.6. Let 9E be an object in AG. Then AKp 9Eq is a domain if and only if 9E is an
LV-rose.
Proof. If 9E is an LV-rose, then by the proposition 6.4, there is a local valuation on AKp 9Eq. So
if ab “ 0 in AKp 9Eq, then
νpabq “ ´8, which implies
νpaq ` νpbq “ ´8. This means
νpaq “ ´8 or νpbq “ ´8, and so
a “ 0 or b “ 0.
Therefore AKp 9Eq is a domain.
Conversely, suppose that 9E is not an LV-rose.
If |E0| ą 1, then obviously AKp 9Eq is not a domain. Otherwise, we consider the following cases
separately:
Case 1 : Assume that there are two distinct elements X,X 1 P S which have only one common
Y P D such that XY ‰ 0, X 1Y ‰ 0. Then pXY qpX 1Y q˚ “ δXX1spXq “ 0. So we are done.
Case 2 : Assume that there are two distinct elements Y, Y 1 P T which have only one common
X P C such that XY ‰ 0, XY 1 ‰ 0. Then pXY q˚pXY 1q “ δY Y 1rpY q “ 0.
This completes the proof. 
7. The Gelfand-Kirillov dimension
We first recall some basic facts on the growth of algebras from [15]. Suppose B is a finitely
generated K-algebra. Choose a finite generating set of B and let V be the K-subspace of B
spanned by this chosen generating set. For each natural number n, let V n denote theK-subspace
of B spanned by all words in V of length less than or equal to n. In particular, V 1 “ V . Then
we have an ascending chain K Ď V 1 Ď V 2 Ď . . . Ď V n Ď . . . of finite dimensionalK-subspaces of
B such that B “
Ť
nPN0 V
n, where, by convention, V 0 “ K. Clearly, the sequence tdimKpV
nqu
is a montonically increasing sequence and the asymptotic behaviour (see the definition 7.1) of
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this sequence provides an invariant of the algebra B, called the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of
B, which is defined to be
(5) GKdim B “ lim
log dimKpV
nq
log n
.
Definition 7.1. Given two eventually monotonically increasing functions φ,ψ : NÑ R`, we set
φ ĺ ψ if there are natural numbers a and b such that φpnq ď aψpbnq, for almost all n P N. We
say φ is asymptotically equivalent to ψ, if both φ ĺ ψ and ψ ĺ φ. If φ and ψ are asymptotically
equivalent, we write φ „ ψ.
Coming back to GK dimension of algebras, if a K-algebra B has two distinct finite generating
sets, and if V and W are the finite dimensional subspaces of B spanned by these sets, then
setting φpnq “ dimKpV
nq and ψpnq “ dimKpW
nq, one can show that φ „ ψ [[15],Lemma 1.1].
In this notation, if φ ĺ nm for some m P N, then B is said to have polynomial growth and in
this case GKdim(B)ď m. If on the other hand, φ „ an for some a P R such that a ą 1, then B
is said to have exponential growth and in this case GKdim(B)“ 8.
Definition 7.2. [24, Definition 20] Let 9E be an A-graph. A quasi-cycle is a normal path p inpE such that p2 is normal and none of the sub-words of p2 of length less than |p| is normal. A
quasi-cycle p is called self-connected if there is a normal path o in pE such that p is not a prefix
of o and pop is normal.
Lemma 7.3. Let 9E be a finite A-graph. If there is a self-connected quasi-cycle p, then AKp 9Eq
has exponential growth.
Proof. Let o be a normal path in pE such that pop is normal. For n ě 1, let an denote the
number of words of length n formed from p and o and not containing two consecutive o’s.
Clearly a1 “ 2 and a2 “ 3. It is not hard to see that for n ě 3, an “ an´1 ` an´2. Solving
this recurrence relation we obtain the closed form, an “ p
?
5`3
2
?
5
qp1`
?
5
2
qn`p
?
5´3
2
?
5
qp1´
?
5
2
qn. Now
let sn “
řn
k“1 ak. Since sn is a sum of two geometric series, one with common ratio
1`?5
2
ą 1
and the other with common ratio 1´
?
5
2
ă 1, we can conclude that the sequence sn „ p
1`?5
2
qn.
But sn actually denotes the number of words of the above type of length ď n. This means
the sub-algebra of AKp 9Eq generated by p and o has exponential growth and so AKp 9Eq has
exponential growth. 
Definition 7.4. [24, Remark 21 (ii)] Let p “ x1x2 . . . xm be a quasi-cycle in pE. Then the paths
xk`1 . . . xmx1 . . . xk (1 ď k ď pm´ 1q) are called shifts of p. It is not hard to see that any shift
of a quasi-cycle is again a quasi-cycle. If p and q are quasi-cycles, and if q is a shift of p, we
write p « q.
Definition 7.5. [24, Definition 19] Let 9E be an A-graph. Let p and q be two normal paths inpE. If pq is normal or there exists a normal path o such that poq is normal, then we write pñ q.
A sequence p1, . . . , pk of quasi-cycles such that pi ff pj for any i ‰ j, is said to be a chain of
length k if p1 ñ p2 ñ . . .ñ pk.
Lemma 7.6. Let 9E be an A-graph. If there is no self-connected quasi-cycle, then any nontrivial
normal path α P pE can be written as
α “ o1p1
l1q1o2p2
l2q2 . . . okpk
lkqkok`1,
where k ě 0, oi is the empty word or oi does not contain letters which are in some quasi-cycle,
p1, . . . , pk is a chain of quasi-cycles, l1, . . . , lk are non-negative integers, and qi ‰ pi is a prefix
of pi p1 ď i ď kq.
Proof. For proof, see [24, Lemma 27]. 
Theorem 7.7. Let 9E be a finite A-graph. Then AKp 9Eq has polynomial growth if and only if
there is no self-connected quasi-cycle.
Proof. For proof, see [24, Theorem 28 (i)]. 
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8. Bergman A-graphs and their M-monoids
Definition 8.1. A Bergman A-graph is a pair p 9E,Λq, where 9E is an A-graph and Λ is a
nonempty indexing set such that
(1) Λ “ ΛST \ Λ
S
fin \ Λ
S8 \ ΛfinT \ Λ
8
T ,
(2) for each λ P Λ, there exists Xλ Ď C and Yλ Ď D with
S “
ğ
λPΛS
Xλ, where Λ
S “ ΛST \ Λ
S
fin \ Λ
S
8,
T “
ğ
λPΛT
Yλ, where ΛT “ Λ
S
T \ Λ
fin
T \ Λ
8
T ,
CfinzS “
ğ
λPΛfin
T
Xλ,
DfinzT “
ğ
λPΛS
fin
Yλ,
CzCfin “
ğ
λPΛ8
T
Xλ,
DzDfin “
ğ
λPΛS8
Yλ,
(3) X R S and Y R T ùñ X X Y “ H,
(4) α ‰ β, X P Xα and Y P Yβ ùñ X X Y “ H and
(5) X P Xλ and Y P Yλ ùñ X X Y ‰ H.
It is easy to check that Bergman A-graphs are pre-Bergman and that Bergman A-graphs,
along with complete morphisms, form a category. This category will be denoted by BAG.
Definition 8.2. Let R be a ring, and let M8pRq denote the set of all ω ˆ ω matrices over
R with finitely many nonzero entries, where ω varies over N. For idempotents e, f P M8pRq,
the Murray-von Neumann equivalence „ is defined as follows: e „ f if and only if there exists
x, y PM8pRq such that xy “ e and yx “ f .
Let VpRq denote the set of all equivalence classes res, for idempotents e P M8pRq. Define
res`rf s “ re‘f s, where e‘f denotes the block diagonal matrix
ˆ
e 0
0 f
˙
. Under this operation,
VpRq is an abelian monoid, and it is conical, that is, a` b “ 0 in VpRq implies a “ b “ 0. Also
Vp q :RingsÑMon is a continuous functor.
Let R be a unital ring and let UpRq be the set of all isomorphic classes of finitely generated
projective left R-modules, endowed with direct sum as binary operation. Then pUpRq,‘q is an
abelian monoid. We also have UpRq – VpRq.
Definition 8.3. For λ P ΛT , set
Qλ “ tqZ | Z Ď Yλ, 0 ă |Z| ă 8u and
Q “
ğ
λPΛT
Qλ.
For λ P ΛS , set
Pλ “ tpW |W Ď Xλ, 0 ă |W | ă 8u and
P “
ğ
λPΛS
Pλ.
Given a Bergman A-graph p 9E,Λq, its M -monoid Mp 9E,Λq is defined as the abelian monoid
generated by E0 \Q\ P modulo the following relations:
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(1) For λ P ΛT and qZ P Qλ, ÿ
XPXλ
spXq “
ÿ
Y PZ
rpY q ` qZ ,
(2) For λ P ΛS and pW P Pλ, ÿ
Y PYλ
rpY q “
ÿ
XPW
spXq ` pW ,
(3) For λ P ΛT and qZ1 , qZ2 P Qλ with Z1 Ĺ Z2
qZ1 “ qZ2 `
ÿ
Y PZ2´Z1
rpY q,
(4) For λ P ΛS and pW1 , pW2 P Pλ with W1 ĹW2
pW1 “ pW2 `
ÿ
XPW2´W1
spXq,
(5) for λ P ΛST ,
qYλ “ 0 “ pXλ .
If p 9E,Λq is Bergman A-graph then Mp 9E,Λq is a conical monoid. This is easy to see from the
relations defining Mp 9E,Λq because these relations ensure that px ` yq ‰ 0 whenever x ‰ 0 or
y ‰ 0, for x, y PMp 9E,Λq.
Theorem 8.4. There is an isomorphism Γ :M Ñ V ˝AK of funtors BAGÑMon.
Proof. We first define the map Γ as follows: For each object 9E in BAG,
Γp 9E,Λq :Mp 9E,Λq Ñ V ˝AKp 9E,Λq
is the monoid homomorphism sending
v ÞÑ rvs,
qZ ÞÑ rdiagpspXqq ´BB
˚s
and
pW ÞÑ rdiagprpY qq ´N
˚N s,
where v P E0, Z is any non-empty finite subset of Yλ, diagpspXqq is the diagonal matrix of
order |Xλ| with diagonal entries coming from the set spXλq in any order (without repetition),
diagprpY qq is the diagonal matrix of order |Yλ| with diagonal entries coming from the set rpYλq
in any order (without repetition), B is the |Xλ| ˆ |Z| matrix whose columns are precisely the
ones in Z and whose ith row consists elements of X if and only if the diagonal entry in the ith
row of diagpspXqq is spXq, and N is the |W | ˆ |Yλ| matrix whose rows are precisely the ones
in W and whose jth column has elements from Y if and only if the diagonal entry in the jth
column of diagprpY qq is rpY q.
It is not hard to see that the above map is well defined. Also the fact that every element
in BAG is a direct sum of its finite complete subobjects and the continuity of the functors
involved will suggest that it is enough to prove the results for finite subobjects. For the finite
case, we use induction on |Λ|. For Λ “ H, the result is trivial. So, suppose that the result holds
for all finite objects p 9F,Λ 9F q in BAG with |Λ 9F | ď pn ´ 1q, for some n ě 1. Let p
9E,Λ 9Eq be a
finite object with |Λ 9E | “ n. Fix an element λ P Λ 9E . We can now apply induction to the object
9F obtained from the 9E by deleting all the edges in Xλ and leaving the remaining structure as
it is, keeping F 0 “ E0. We simply write 9E to denote p 9E,Λ 9Eq.
First suppose that λ P ΛST . Then Mp
9Eq is obtained from Mp 9F q by going modulo the rela-
tion
ř
XPXλ
spXq “
ř
Y PYλ
rpY q. Also, the algebra AKp 9Eq is the Bergman algebra obtained from
AKp 9F q by adjoining a universal isomorphism between the finitely generated projective modules
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XPXλ
AKp 9F qspXq and
À
Y PYλ
AKp 9F qrpY q. So by [7, Theorem 5.2], VpAKp 9Eqq is the quotient of
VpAKp 9F qq modulo the relation
rdiagpspXqqs “ rdiagprpY qqs.
Since the map
Γp 9F q :Mp 9F q Ñ V ˝AKp 9F q
is an isomorphism by induction hypothesis, the desired result follows.
Now suppose λ does not belong to ΛST . Then it is either in Λ
8
T or in Λ
S8. Let us first assume
that λ P Λ8T . In this case, Mp 9Eq is obtained from Mp 9F q by adjoining a new generator qYλ and
going modulo the relation ÿ
XPXλ
spXq “
ÿ
Y PYλ
rpY q ` qYλ.
On the algebra side, AKp 9Eq is obtained from AKp 9F q in two steps by
(1) first adjoining the mutually perpendicular idempotents diagpspXqq´BB˚ and q1Yλ , and
going modulo the relation
rdiagpspXqqs “ rBB˚s ` q1Yλ ,
thereby, getting a new algebra R and then
(2) adjoining a universal isomorphism between the left module corresponding to rBB˚s and
the left module
À
Y PYλ
RrpY q.
So, by [7, Theorems 5.1, 5.2], VpAKp 9Eqq is obtained from VpAKp 9F qq by adjoining a new gen-
erator q2Yλ and going modulo the relation
rdiagpspXqqs “ rdiagprpY qqs ` q2Yλ.
This, along with the induction hypothesis, proves the theorem for the considered case.
Finally suppose λ P ΛS8. Again Mp 9Eq is obtained from Mp 9F q by adjoining a new generator
pXλ and going modulo the relationÿ
Y PYλ
rpY q “
ÿ
XPXλ
spXq ` pXλ.
On the other hand, analogous to the previous case, the algebra AKp 9Eq is obtained from AKp 9F q
in two steps by
(1) first adjoining the mutually perpendicular idempotents diagprpY qq´N˚N and p1Xλ , and
going modulo the relation
rdiagprpY qqs “ rN˚N s ` p1Xλ ,
thereby, getting a new algebra R1 and then
(2) adjoining a universal isomorphism between the left module corresponding to rN˚N s and
the left module
À
XPXλ
R1spXq.
So, by [7, Theorems 5.1, 5.2], VpAKp 9Eqq is obtained from VpAKp 9F qq by adjoining a new gen-
erator p2Xλ and going modulo the relation
rdiagprpY qqs “ rdiagpspXqqs ` p2Xλ ,
thereby completing the proof (using induction hypothesis).

Remark 8.5. We note that if M is any conical abelian monoid then there exists a Bergman
A-graph 9E such that M – Mp 9E,Λq – VpAKp
9pEqq. For two different proofs of this fact, we
refer the reader to [6, Proposition 4.4] or [24, Proposition 62].
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9. Ideal lattices and Simplicity
In this section p 9E,Λq always denotes a Bergman A-graph. Throughout this section we use
the following notation: For λ P Λ,
spλq :“
ď
XPXλ
spXq and rpλq :“
ď
Y PYλ
rpXq.
9.1. The lattice of admissible triples in p 9E,Λq.
Definition 9.1. A subset H of E0 is called bisaturated if for each λ P ΛST ,
spλq Ď H ðñ rpλq Ď H.
The set of all bisaturated subsets of E0 is denoted by BSp 9E,Λq.
Note that empty set and E0 are always elements of BSp 9E,Λq. It is easy to check that BSp 9E,Λq
is closed under arbitrary intersections.
If V is a subset of E0, the bisaturated closure of V , denoted V , is the smallest bisaturated sub-
set of E0 containing V . Since the intersection of bisaturated subsets of E0 is again bisaturated,
V is well defined.
For V Ď E0, V can be explicitly constructed as follows: Define V0 “ V . If n is odd positive
integer, define
Vn “ Vn´1 Y trpY q | Y P Yλ, λ P ΛST , and spλq Ď Vn´1u,
and if n is even positive integer, define
Vn “ Vn´1 Y tspXq | X P Xλ, λ P ΛST , and rpλq Ď Vn´1u.
Then V “
Ť
ně0 Vn.
Definition 9.2. Let H Ď E0 be bisaturated and for any λ P Λ, set
Xλ{H “ tX P Xλ | spXq R Hu and Yλ{H “ tY P Yλ | rpY q R Hu.
Then set
Λ{H “ ΛST {H \ Λ
S
fin{H \ Λ
S
8{H \ Λ
fin
T {H \ Λ
8
T {H,
where
ΛST {H :“ tλ P Λ
S
T | 0 ă |Xλ{H |u “ tλ P Λ
S
T | 0 ă |Yλ{H |u,
ΛSfin{H :“ tλ P Λ
S
fin, | 0 ă |Xλ{H |u,
ΛS8{H :“ tλ P Λ
S
8 | 0 ă |Xλ{H | ă 8u,
ΛfinT {H :“ tλ P Λ
fin
T | 0 ă |Yλ{H |u,
Λ8T {H :“ tλ P Λ
8
T | 0 ă |Yλ{H | ă 8u.
Let H Ď E0 be a bisaturated set, Σ Ď ΛSfin{H \ Λ
S8{H and Θ Ď ΛfinT {H \ Λ
8
T {H. A triple
pH,Σ,Θq is called an admissible triple and the set of all admissible triples in p 9E,Λq is denoted
by ATp 9E,Λq.
We define a relation ď in ATp 9E,Λq as follows: pH1,Σ1,Θ1q ď pH2,Σ2,Θ2q if
H1 Ď H2,
Σ1 Ď Σ2 \ Λ
SpHq, where ΛSpHq “ ΛS ´ Λ{H,
Θ1 Ď Θ2 \ ΛT pHq, where ΛT pHq “ ΛT ´ Λ{H.
We note that pE0,H,Hq is the maximum and pH,H,Hq is the minimum in ATp 9E,Λq.
Definition 9.3. Let H be a bisaturated subset of E0, Σ Ď ΛSpHq \ ΛSfin{H \ Λ
S8{H, and
Θ Ď ΛT pHq\Λ
fin
T {H\Λ
8
T {H. The pΣ,Θq-bisaturation of H is defined as the smallest bisaturated
subset HpΣ,Θq of E0 containing H such that
(1) If λ P Σ and spλq Ď HpΣ,Θq, then rpλq Ď HpΣ,Θq and
(2) If λ P Θ and rpλq Ď HpΣ,Θq, then spλq Ď HpΣ,Θq.
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We can construct pΣ,Θq-saturation ofH as follows- DefineH0pΣ,Θq “ H. If n is odd positive
integer, define
HnpΣ,Θq “ Hn´1pΣ,ΘqYtrpY q P E0´Hn´1pΣ,Θq | Y P Yλ, λ P ΛSfinYΣ and spλq Ď Hn´1pΣ,Θqu,
and if n is even positive integer, define
HnpΣ,Θq “ Hn´1pΣ,ΘqYtspXq P E0´Hn´1pΣ,Θq | X P Xλ, λ P ΛfinT YΘ and rpλq Ď Hn´1pΣ,Θqu.
Then HpΣ,Θq “
Ť
ně0HnpΣ,Θq.
Proposition 9.4. pATp 9E,Λq,ďq is a complete lattice, with supremum _ and infimum ^ given
by
pH1,Σ1,Θ1q _ pH2,Σ2,Θ2q “ p rH, rΣ, rΘq,
where rH “ H1 YH2pΣ1 Y Σ2,Θ1 YΘ2q,
rΣ “ pΣ1 Y Σ2q ´ ΛSp rHq,
rΘ “ pΘ1 YΘ2q ´ ΛT p rHq,
and
pH1,Σ1,Θ1q ^ pH2,Σ2,Θ2q “ p pH, pΣ, pΘq,
where pH “ pH1 XH2q,
pΣ “ pΣ1 Y ΛSpHqq X pΣ2 Y ΛSpHqq X pΛSfin{H \ ΛS8{Hq,
pΘ “ pΘ1 Y ΛT pHqq X pΘ2 Y ΛT pHqq X pΛfinT {H \ Λ8T {Hq.
Proof. Clearly, p rH, rΣ, rΘq P ATp 9E,Λq and is greater than pHi,Σi,Θiq for i “ 1, 2. Now let
pH,Σ,Θq P ATp 9E,Λq such that pHi,Σi,Θiq ď pH,Σ,Θq for i “ 1, 2. It is enough to prove thatrH Ď H for all n P Z`. We do this inductively. Define rHn “ pH1 YH2qnpΣ1 Y Σ2,Θ1 Y Θ1q.
For n “ 0 the claim is clear by assumption. Now assume that n ě 1 and that rHn´1 Ď H. Let
v P rHn. If v P spλq or v P rpλq for λ P ΛST , then v P H because H is bisaturated. Now suppose
v P spλq for λ P Θ1YΘ2. By definition and the induction hypothesis, we have rpλq Ď rHm Ď H,
where m is largest even integer less than n. In particular, this implies that λ R Θ. Since
λ P Θ1 Y Θ2 Ď ΛT pHq Y Θ we conclude that v P H, which completes the induction step.
The inclusion pΘ1 Y Θ2q ´ ΛT p rHq Ď Θ follows. Similar arguments shows that if v P rpλq for
λ P Σ1 Y Σ2, then v P H and pΘ1 YΘ2q ´ ΛT p rHq Ď Θ.
It is clear that p pH, pΣ, pT q P ATp 9E,Λq and p pH, pΣ, pT q ď pHi,Σi,Θiq for i “ 1, 2. If pH,Σ,Θq P
ATp 9E,Λq such that pH,Σ,Θq ď pHi,Σi,Θiq for i “ 1, 2, then clearly H Ď pH. Consider
λ P Θ´ΛT p pHq. Then there exists v P spλq ´ pH, so v R Hj for some j P t1, 2u, and λ R ΛT pHjq.
Let us fix j “ 1. Since pH,Σ,Θq ď pH1,Σ1,Θ1q, it follows that λ P Θ1. Hence, Yλ{H1 is
nonempty, hence Y
λ{ pH is nonempty. On the other hand, λ P Θ implies that Yλ{H is finite, hence
Y
λ{ pH is finite. Thus λ P ΛfinT { pH \ Λ8T { pH. We also have λ P Θi \ ΛT pHiq for i “ 1, 2, because
pH,Σ,Θq ď pHi,Σi,Θiq for i “ 1, 2, and consequently λ P pΘ. This shows Θ Ď pΘ \ ΛT pHq.
Similarly we can show that Σ Ď pΣ \ ΛSpHq proving that pH,Σ,Θq ď p pH, pΣ, pΘq. This shows
that p pH, pΣ, pΘq is the infimum required.
Hence ATp 9EΛq is complete lattice. 
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9.2. The lattice of order-ideals in Mp 9E,Λq.
Definition 9.5. An order-ideal of a monoid M is a submonoid I of M such that x` y P I for
some x, y PM implies that both x and y belong to I.
Every monoid M is equipped with a pre-order ď as follows: for x, y P M , x ď y if and only
if there exists z PM such that x` z “ y. Hence an equivalent definition of an order-ideal I is
as follows: For each x, y PM , if x ď y and y P I then x P I.
Let LpMq denote the set of all order-ideals ofM . We note that LpMq is closed under arbitrary
intersections. For a submonoid J ofM , let xJy consists of those elements x PM such that x ď y
for some y P J . Then xJy denote the order-ideal generated by J . Then LpMq can be shown to
a complete lattice with respect to inclusion. For, an arbitrary family tIiu of order-ideals of M ,
the supremum is given by x
ř
Iiy.
We want to study the lattice of order-ideals of Mp 9E,Λq. For convenience we modify some
notations in the previous section as follows.
Notation 9.6.
For λ P ΛT , spλq :“
ÿ
XPXλ
spXq.
For λ P ΛS , rpλq :“
ÿ
Y PYλ
rpY q.
Note that the above sums are finite.
For λ P ΛfinT , qλ :“ qYλ .
For λ P ΛSfin, pλ :“ pXλ .
Also,
for λ P Λ8T , set Zλ “ tZ | Z Ď Yλ, 0 ă |Z| ă 8u,
for λ P ΛS8, set Wλ “ tW |W Ď Xλ, 0 ă |W | ă 8u.
and set Z “
Ů
λPΛ8
T
Zλ and W “
Ů
λPΛS8
Wλ.
Finally set
Q0 “ tqλ | λ P Λ
fin
T u \ tqZ | Z P Zu,
P 0 “ tpλ | λ P Λ
S
finu \ tpW |W PWu.
Definition 9.7. Let F be the free abelian monoid on E0\Q0\P 0. We identify Mp 9E,Λq with
F { „, where „ is the congruence on F generated by the relations
spλq „
$’&’%
rpλq if λ P ΛST ,
rpλq ` qλ if λ P Λ
fin
T , and
rpλq ` qZ if λ P Λ
8
T and Z P Zλ,
and
rpλq „
#
spλq ` pλ if λ P Λ
S
fin,
spλq ` pW if λ P Λ
S8 and W PWλ,
for Z1, Z2 P Z with Z1 Ĺ Z2, and qZ1 „ qZ2 ` rpZ2 ´ Z1q, and for W1,W2 PW with W1 ĹW2,
and pW1 „ pW2 ` spW2 ´W1q.
Lemma 9.8. If I is an oder-ideal of Mp 9E,Λq, then the set H “ I XE0 is bisaturated.
Proof. Let λ P ΛST and rpλq Ď H, then rpλq “ spλq P I. Since I is order-ideal, and spXq ď spλq
for each X P Xλ, we have spXq P I for each X P Xλ, and hence spλq Ď H. Converse follows
similarly. 
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Definition 9.9. Let H be a bisaturated subset of E0.
For λ P Λ8T {H, if 0 ă |Yλ{H | ă 8, qλ{H :“ qXλ{H .
For λ P ΛS8{H, if 0 ă |Xλ{H | ă 8, pλ{H :“ pXλ{H
If I is an order-ideal of Mp 9E,Λq, set ψpIq “ pH,Σ,Θq, where
H :“ I X E0,
Σ :“ tλ P ΛSfin{H | pλ P Iu \ tλ P Λ
S
8{H | pλ{H P Iu, and
Θ :“ tλ P ΛfinT {H | qλ P Iu \ tλ P Λ
8
T {H | qλ{H P Iu.
Conversely, for any pH,Σ,Θq P AT p 9E,Λq, let IpH,Σ,Θq denote the submonoid of Mp 9E,Λq
generated by the set H \QpΘq \ P pΣq, where
QpΘq “ tqλ | λ P Λ
fin
T {H XΘu \ tqλ{H | λ P Λ
8
T {H XΘu,
P pΣq “ tpλ | λ P Λ
S
fin{H X Σu \ tpλ{H | λ P Λ
S
8{H XΣu,
and xIpH,Σ,Θqy be the order-ideal generated by IpH,Σ,Θq. Set φpH,Σ,Θq “ xIpH,Σ,Θqy.
Lemma 9.10. If I is any order-ideal of Mp 9E,Λq, then I “ φψpIq.
Proof. Let ψpIq “ pH,Σ,Θq and IpH,Σ,Θq “ J so that φψpIq “ xJy. It is clear that J Ď I and
therefore xJy Ď I. For converse, consider a nonzero element x P I. Then x “
ř
i vi `
ř
j qαj `ř
k pβk `
ř
l qZl `
ř
m pWm for some vi P E
0, αj P Λ
fin
T , βk P Λ
S
fin, Zl P Z, and Wm P W. Since
I is an order ideal, vi, qαj , pβk , qZl , pWm P I, and so to prove that x P xJy, it is enough to show
that v, qα, pβ, qZ , pW for all v P E
0, α P ΛfinT , β P Λ
S
fin, Z P Z and W PW.
Case 1 If v P E0 X I, then v P H by definition of H, hence v P J .
Case 2 Let α P ΛfinT such that qα P I.
Subcase 2.1 If rpαq Ď H, then rpαq P I and so spαq “ rpαq ` qα P I. Hence spXq P H for
each X P Xα, and so spαq P J . Since qα ď spαq, it follows that qα P xJy.
Subcase 2.2 If rpαq Ę H, then by definition α P ΘX ΛfinT {H. Hence qα P J .
Case 3 Let λ P Λ8T and Z P Zλ such that qZ P I.
Subcase 3.1 Yλ{H “ H. This is equivalent to rpλq Ď H and the argument follows similar
to subcase 2.1.
Subcase 3.2 0 ă |Yλ{H | ă 8. In this case, we have
rpYλ{H ´ Zq “ rprYλ{H Y Zs ´ Zq ď qpYλ{HYZq ` rprYλ{H Y Zs ´ Zq “ qZ P I.
It follows that rpYλ{H´Zq P I and so rpYλ{H´Zq Ď H. Hence Yλ{H Ď Z. Since rpZ´Yλ{Hq Ď
H, we get qλ{H “ rpZ ´ Yλ{Hq ` qZ P I, so that λ P Θ by definition, and since qZ ď qλ{H , we
get qZ P xJy.
Subcase 3.3 |Yλ{H | “ 8. Then there exists Y P Yλ{H ´ Z, and we have
rpY q ď rpZ \ tY u ´ Zq ` qtY u “ qZ P I.
But this implies that rpY q P I and so rpY q P H, which contradicts Y P Yλ{H . Thus qZ P xJy.
The remaining cases are proved analogously. 
Construction 9.11. Let p 9E,Λq be a Bergman A-graph and pH,Σ,Θq P AT p 9E,Λq. For A Ď E1,
define
ArpHq “ AX r
´1pHq and AspHq “ AX s´1pHq.
We define the quotient Bergman A-graph p
9rE, rΛq as follows: 9rE is given byrE0 “ E0 ´H and rE1 “ E1r pHq Y E1s pHq.
r rE and s rE are restriction maps of rE and sE respectively.
For v P rE0, set rCv “ tXrpHq | X P Cv and XrpHq ‰ Hu and rC “ ğ
vP rE0
rCv,
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rDv “ tYspHq | Y P Dv and YspHq ‰ Hu and rD “ ğ
vP rE0
rDv,
rS “ tXrpHq | X P S and XrpHq ‰ Hu \ tXrpHq | X P Xλ, λ P Σu, andrT “ tYspHq | Y P S and YspHq ‰ Hu \ tYspHq | Y P Yλ, λ P Θu.
Let rΛ be defined as follows: rΛrSrT “ trλ | λ P ΛST {H \ Σ\Θu,rΛrSfin “ trλ | λ P ΛSfin{H ´ Σu,rΛrS8 “ trλ | λ P ΛS8{H ´ Σu,rΛfinrT “ trλ | λ P ΛfinT {H ´Θu, andrΛ8rT :“ trλ | λ P Λ8T {H ´Θu.
We note that if pi : M1 Ñ M2 is a monoid homomorphism and M2 is conical, then ker
pi :“ pi´1p0q is an order-ideal of M1.
Theorem 9.12. Let p 9E,Λq be a Bergman A-graph, pH,Σ,Θq P ATp 9E,Λq and p
9rE, rΛq is the
corresponding quotient Bergman A-graph. Suppose that I :“ xIpH,Σ,Θqy is the order ideal in
M :“ Mp 9E,Λq. Then there exists a monoid homomorphism pi : M Ñ ĂM :“ Mp 9rEq such that
I “ ker pi.
Proof. We begin by defining rv, rqα, rpβ, rqZ , rpW P ĂM for v P E0, α P ΛfinT , β P ΛSfin, Z P Z, and
W PW. For v P E0, set
rv “ #v if v R H and
0 if v P H.
For α P ΛfinT , we define rqα as follows:
(1) If spαq Ď H or rpαq Ď H, rqα “ 0
(2) If spαq Ę H and rpαq Ę H, rqα “
#
0 if α P Θ and
qrα if α R Θ.
For β P ΛSfin, we define rpβ as follows:
(1) If spβq Ď H or rpβq Ď H, rpβ “ 0.
(2) If spβq Ę H and rpβq Ę H, rpβ “
#
0 if β P Σ and
prβ if β R Σ.
For λ P Λ8T , and Z P Zλ, we define rqZ as follows:
(1) If spλq Ď H, rqZ “ 0.
(2) If spλq Ę H, set rZ “ tYspHq P Yrλ | Y P Zu.
(a) If λ P Θ rqZ “ rpYrλ ´ rZq,
(b) If λ R Θ and rpZq Ď H, rqZ “ spλq
(c) If λ R Θ, rpZq Ę H and λ R Λ8T {H, rqZ “ q rZ and
(d) If λ R Θ, rpZq Ę H, and λ P Λ8T {H. rqZ “ qrλ ` rpYrλ ´ rZq.
For λ P ΛS8, and W PWλ, we define rpW as follows:
(1) If rpλq Ď H, rpW “ 0.
(2) If rpλq Ę H set ĂW “ tXrpHq P Xrλ | X P W u.
(a) If λ P Σ, rpW “ spXrλ ´ĂW q,
(b) If rpλq Ę H, λ R Σ and spW q Ď H, rpW “ rpλq,
(c) If rpλq Ę H, λ R Σ, spW q Ę H and λ R ΛS8{H, rpW “ pĂW and
(d) If rpλq Ę H, λ R Σ, spW q Ę H, and λ P ΛS8{H, rpW “ prλ ` spXrλ ´ĂW q.
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We define pi : M Ñ ĂM by mapping generators v ÞÑ rv, for all v P E0, qα ÞÑ rqα, for all α P ΛfinT ,
pβ ÞÑ rpβ for all β P ΛSfin, qZ ÞÑ rqZ for all Z P Z, and pW ÞÑ rpW for all W PW. To show that pi
defines a homomorphism we need to verify that images of the generators satisfy all the defining
relations. Here we only show for λ P ΛT and the argument follows analogously for λ P ΛS .
Let λ P ΛT . We introduce a new notationrspW q :“ ÿ
XPW
ĆspXq for subsets W Ď Xλ and
rpZq :“ ÿ
Y PZ
ĆrpY q for subsets Z Ď Yλ.
Suppose that λ P ΛST . If spλq Ď H, then rpλq Ď H, and we getrspλq “ 0 “ rpλq.
If spλq Ę H then rpλq Ę H, and we getrspλq “ spXλ{Hq “ sprλq “ rprλq “ rpYλ{Hq “ rpλq.
Suppose that λ P ΛfinT . If spλq Ď H, then Yλ{H “ H. If spλq Ę H, and rpλq Ď H, then
Xλ{H “ H. In both of the above cases we haverspλq “ 0 “ rpλq ` rqλ.
So let spλq Ę H and rpλq Ę H. If λ P Θ thenrspλq “ spXλ{Hq “ sprλq “ rprλq “ rpYλ{Hq ` 0 “ rpλq ` rqλ.
If λ R Θ then rspλq “ spXλ{Hq “ sprλq “ rprλq “ rpYλ{Hq ` qYλ{H “ rpλq ` rqλ.
Now suppose that λ P Λ8T , and Z P Zλ. If spλq Ď H, then Yλ{H “ H, and hence rpZq “ H.
Then we have rspλq “ 0 “ rpZq ` rqZ .
Hence we assume that spλq Ę H for rest of the step. If λ P Θ then rλ P rΛrSrT and we haverspλq “ sprλq “ rprλq “ rpYrλq “ rp rZq ` rpYrλ ´ rZq “ rp rZq ` rqZ “ rpZq ` rqZ .
If λ R Θ and rpZq Ď H then we haverspλq “ sprλq “ rqZ “ rpZq ` rqZ .
If λ R Θ, rpZq Ę H and λ R Λ8T {H then we haverspλq “ sprλq “ rp rZq ` q rZ “ rpZq ` rqZ .
If λ R Θ, rpZq Ę H and λ P Λ8T {H then we haverspλq “ sprλq “ rprλq ` qrλ “ rpYrλ ´ rZq ` rp rZq ` qrλ “ rpZq ` rqZ .
Now assume that for λ P Λ8T let Z1, Z2 P Zλ and Z1 Ĺ Z2. If spλq Ď H then we haverqZ1 “ 0 “ rpZ2 ´ Z1q ` rqZ2 .
So we may assume that spλq Ę H. If λ P Θ,rqZ1 “ rpYrλq ´ rZ1 “ rp rZ2 ´ rZ1q ` rpYrλq “ rpZ2 ´ Z1q ` rqZ2 .
Only remaining case is when λ R Θ. If λ P Λ8T {H ´Θ, thenrqZ1 “ qrλ ` rpYrλ ´ Z1q “ qrλ ` rpYrλ ´ Z2q ` rpĂZ2 ´ĂZ1q “ rqZ2 ` rpZ2 ´ Z1q.
Hence, we may assume that λ R Λ8T {H. If rpZ2q Ď H then we haverqZ1 “ spλq “ rp rZ2 ´ rZ1q ` spλq “ rpZ2 ´ Z1q ` rqZ2 .
If rpZ1q Ď H but rpZ2q Ę H, we haverqZ1 “ spλq “ rpĂZ2q ` q rZ “ rpZ2 ´ Z1q ` rqZ2 .
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Finally, if rpZ1q Ę H, then we have
rqZ1 “ q rZ1 “ rp rZ2 ´ rZ1q ` q rZ2 “ rpZ2 ´ Z1q ` rqZ2 .
Thus we have shown that pi is a monoid homomorphism.
Now we show that I Ď ker pi. Since kerpi is order-ideal, it suffices to show that IpH,Σ,Θq Ď
kerpi. For v P H we have pipvq “ rv “ 0. For λ P ΘXΛfinT , we have pipqλq “ rqλ “ 0. If λ P ΘXΛ8T ,
then pipqλ{Hq “ rqλ{H “ 0. Similarly we can verify that if λ P Σ X ΛSfin then pipqλq “ 0 and if
λ P ΣX ΛS8 then pipqλ{Hq “ 0.
We claim that ψpker piq “ pH,Σ,Θq. For, let ψpker piq “ p rH, rΣ, rΘq. It follows from definition
that rH “ I X E0 “ H and by the previous paragraph Σ Ď rΣ and Θ Ď rΘ. Consider λ P
ΛfinT {H \Λ
8
T {H. If Yλ is finite and λ R Θ, then pipqλq “ rqλ ‰ 0. Hence qλ R ker pi and so λ R rΘ.
If Yλ is infinite and λ R Θ, then pipqYλ{H q “ rqYλ{H ‰ 0. Thus λ R rΘ. Hence Θ “ rΘ. Similarly
Σ “ rΣ.
Finally, since ψpker piq “ pH,Σ,Θq and I “ φ ˝ ψpIq, we have that ker pi “ xIpH,Σ,Θqy “
I. 
Corollary 9.13. If pH,Σ,Θq P ATp 9E,Λq, then pH,Σ,Θq “ ψ ˝ φpH,Σ,Θq.
Theorem 9.14. Let 9E be a Bergman A-graph. Then there are mutually inverse lattice isomor-
phisms
φ : ATp 9E,Λq Ñ LpMp 9E,Λqq and ψ : LpMp 9E,Λqq Ñ ATp 9E,Λq,
where φpH,Σ,Θq “ xIpH,Σ,Θqy for pH,Σ,Θq P ATp 9E,Λq and ψ is defined as in definition 9.9.
Proof. The maps ψ and φ are well defined by definition and by Lemma 9.10 φ˝ψ is the identity
map on LpMp 9E,Λqq and by Corollary 9.13 ψ ˝ φ is the identity map on ATp 9E,Λq. We only to
have to show that ψ and φ are order-preserving.
Suppose I1 Ď I2 are order-ideals of Mp 9E,Λq and pHj ,Σj,Θjq “ ψpIjq for j “ 1, 2. Clearly
H1 Ď H2. We only show that Θ1 Ď Θ2 \ ΛT pH2q. Let λ P Θ1. First suppose that λ P Λ
fin
T {H1
and qλ P I1. If λ P Λ
fin
T {H2, then λ P Θ2. Otherwise, rpλq Ď H2 and so spλq P I2, which implies
spλq P H2 and λ P ΛT pH2q. Now suppose that λ P Λ
8
Y {H2 and qλ{H1 P I1. If λ P Λ
8
T {H2, then
qλ{H2 is defined and also
qλ{H2 “ rptY P Yλ | rpY q P H2 ´H1uq ` qλ{H1 P I2,
so λ P Θ2. Otherwise, rpλq Ď H2 and so rpλ{H1q P I2, hence spλq P I2, again giving λ P ΛT pH2q.
Σ1 Ď Σ2 \ Λ
SpH2q follows on similar lines.
Finally, let pH1,Σ1,Θ1q and pH2,Σ2,Θ2q are elements of ATp 9E,Λq such that pH1,Σ1,Θ1q ď
pH2,Σ2,Θ2q. Clearly H1 Ď IpH2,Σ2,Θ2q. Consider λ P Θ1 X Λ
fin
T . If λ P Θ2, then qλ P
IpH2,Σ2,Θ2q by definition of IpH2,Σ2,Θ2q. If λ P ΛT pHq, then
qλ ď qλ ` rpλq “ spλq P IpH2,Σ2,Θ2q
and so qλ P xIpH2,Σ2,Θ2qy. Now consider λ P Θ1 X Λ
8
T . If λ P Θ2, then qλ{H2 P IpH2,Σ2,Θ2q
and since
qλ{H1 ď qλ{H1 ` rpYλ{H2 ´ Yλ{H1q “ qλ{H2 ,
it follows that qλ{H1 P xIpH2,Σ2,Θ2qy. If λ P ΛpHq, then
qλ{H1 ď qλ{H1 ` rpYλ{H1q “ spλq P IpH2,Σ2,Θ2q
and again qλ{H1 P xIpH2,Σ2,Θ2qy. A similar arguments shows that Σ1 Ď Σ2\Λ
SpHq. Therefore
all the generators of IpH1,Σ1,Θ1 lie in φpH2,Σ2,Θ2q, and we conclude that φpH1,Σ1,Θ1q Ď
φpH2,Σ2,Θ2q. Hence φ is order-preserving.

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9.3. The lattice of trace-ideals in AKp 9E,Λq.
Definition 9.15. Let R be an arbitrary ring and Idem(M8pRqq denote the set of idempotents
in M8pRqq. An ideal I of R is called a trace-ideal provided I can be generated by the entries of
the matrices in some subset of Idem(M8pRqq. We denote by TrpRq the set of all trace ideals of
R. Since TrpRq is closed under arbitrary sums and arbitrary intersections, it forms a complete
lattice with respect to inclusion.
Proposition 9.16. [6, Proposition 10.10] For any ring R there are mutually inverse lattice
isomorphisms
Φ : LpVpRqq Ñ TrpRq and Ψ : TrpRq Ñ LpVpRqq
given by
ΦpIq “ xentries of e | e P IdempM8pRqq and res P Iy
ΨpJq “ tres P VpRq | e P IdempM8pJqqu.
Lemma 9.17. Let p 9E,Λq be a Bergman A-graph. Then the trace ideals of A :“ AKp 9E,Λq are
precisely the idempotent generated ideals and the lattice isomorphism Φ : LpVpAqq Ñ TrpAq is
expressed as
ΦpIq “ xidempotents e P A | res P Iy.
Proof. The proof goes exactly similar to [6, Proposition 6.2], except that in the present case,
the V-monoid VpAKp 9Eqq is generated by
trvs | v P E0u Y trq1Zs | Z Ď Yλ, 0 ă |Z| ă 8 and λ R ΛSu
Y trp1W s | W Ď Xλ, 0 ă |W | ă 8 and λ R ΛT u.
(Here, because of Theorem 8.4, we are using the notation rq1Zs and rp
1
W s for the generators of
VpAKp 9Eqq. Strictly speaking, rq
1
zs and rp
1
W s stand for images of qZ and pW respectively under
the map Γ defined in Theorem 8.4). 
Theorem 9.18. Let p 9E.Λq be a Bergman A-graph and A “ AKp 9E,Λq. Then there exist mutu-
ally inverse lattice isomorphisms
ξ : ATp 9E,Λq Ñ TrpAq and ζ : TrpAq Ñ ATp 9E,Λq.
Proof. Set M :“ Mp 9E,Λq and let Γ : M Ñ VpAq be the monoid isomorphism. By abuse of
notation we also use Γ to denote the induced lattice isomorphism LpMq Ñ LpVpAqq. Due to
Theorem 9.14 and Proposition 9.16, we have mutually inverse lattice isomorphisms
ΦΓφ : ATp 9E,Λq Ñ TrpAq and ψΓ´1Ψ : TrpAq Ñ ATp 9E,Λq.
More explicitly, if J P TrpAq, then ζpJq “ pH,Σ,Θq, where
H “ E0 X J,
Σ “ tλ P ΛSfin{H | pλ P Ju \ tλ P Λ
S
8{H | pλ{H P Ju,
Θ “ tλ P ΛfinT {H | qλ P Ju \ tλ P Λ
8
T {H | qλ{H P Ju.
For converse, let pH,Σ,Θq P ATp 9E,Λq. First define ξpH,Σ,Θq “ xH \P pΣq \QpΘqy, where
P pΣq and QpΘq are defined as in Definition 9.9. Then define JpH,Σ,Θq to be the order-ideal
of VpAq generated by the set H 1 \ P 1pΣq \Q1pΣq, where
H 1 “ trvs | v P Hu,
P 1pΣq “ trp1λs | λ P ΣX Λ
S
fin{Hu \ trp
1
λ{H s | λ P ΣX Λ
S
8u,
Q1pΘq “ trq1λs | λ P ΘX Λ
fin
T {Hu \ trq
1
λ{Hs |
λP ΘX Λ8T u.
By Lemma 9.17, it follows that
ΦΓφpH,Σ,Θq “ xidempotents e P A | res P JpH,Σ,Θqy.
It is clear that ξpH,Σ,Θq Ď ΦΓφpH,Σ,Θq.
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If e is an idempotent in A such that res P JpH,Σ,Θq, then
res ď
n1ÿ
i“1
rvis `
n2ÿ
j“1
rp1αj s `
n3ÿ
k“1
rp1βk{Hs `
n4ÿ
l“1
rq1γls `
n5ÿ
m“1
rq1δm{Hs
where vi P H, αj P ΣXΛ
S
fin, βk P ΣXΛ
S8, γl P ΘXΛfinT and δm P ΘXΛ
8
T . Therefore e is equivalent
to some idempotent e1 ď D where D is a diagonal matrix with entries vi, pαj , pβk{H , qγl , and
qδm{H .Thus it follows that e lies in these vi, pαj , pβk{H , qγl , and qδm{H . Hence ΦΓφ “ ξ. 
9.4. Simplicity. A non-zero conical monoid M is simple if its only order-ideals are t0u and
M .
Theorem 9.19. Let p 9E,Λq be a Bergman A-graph. Then the following conditions are equivalent
(1) The only trace ideals of AKp 9E,Λq are 0 and AKp 9E,Λq.
(2) Mp 9E,Λq is a simple monoid.
(3) S “ Cfin, T “ Dfin and the only bisaturated subsets of E
0 are H and E0.
Proof. From Proposition 9.16 it follows that p1q ô p2q.
p2q ñ p3q : Observe that pΛSfin{Hq\ pΛ
S8{Hq “ Cfin ´ S and pΛfinT {Hq\ pΛ
8
T {Hq “ Dfin ´ T .
Similarly, pΛSfin{E
0q\pΛS8{E0q “ H and pΛfinT {E
0q\pΛ8T {E
0q “ H. By Theorem 9.14, the only
members of ATp 9E,Λq are pH,H,Hq and pE0,H,Hq. If λ P ΛSfin, then pH, tλu,Hq P ATp
9E,Λq.
This proves that S “ Cfin. Similarly T “ Dfin. If H is any bisaturated subset of E
0, then
pH,H,Hq P ATp 9E,Λq and hence the only bisaturated subsets of E0 are E0 and H.
p3q ñ p2q : In this case ATp 9E,Λq “ tpE0,H,Hq, pH,H,Hqu. The result follows at once from
Theorem 9.14. 
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